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Call To order

The PDC meeting started at 2:30 pm CET and was chaired by Thomas Nilsson.
Meeting was shared through GMeet for remote observers

Opening of the meeting

welcomes everyone and starts the meeting by reading the topics onThomas Nilsson
the agenda . He thanked the Comm and Marcom group for all their effort and
nominated Vice chairman Fabrizio Pirina ( ITA) with new members added : Willem
Ellemeet ( NED) and Erfili Vardaki ( GRE) .

1-Approval of Minutes of 2022 meeting

Minutes from the last AGM PDC meeting were unanimously approved

2- 2023 Report

reported about the work achieved during the 2023 year andThomas Nilsson
highlighted the following items :

● Website project . Now with an updated website PDC has the correct tools to
develop Data Analysis based on statistics and figures taken from GA4 and Clarify
software .

● Social Media Report ( reported ) with encouraging numbers andPiret Salmistu
ongoing growth . See attached report

● Gaastra partnership . A new merchandising ORC capsule collection will be the
next project

Dobbs Davis reports on the following from his work in US see attachment below
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3-Submissions

reported about the following submissionThomas Nilsson
● MANCOM 1 - Standardising ORC Championship brand

Submission has unanimously been approved by the PDC .

asked PDC to give names of a young guy to be hired by ORC to work onBruno Finzi
the software

4-How can we make access to ORC easier for more sailors?

introduced the topic and Heikki Raisanen (FIN) reported about theThomas Nilsson
Finnish table System

Willem Ellemeet ( NED) from remote raised the concern of an over complexity
perception of ORC handicap system and Chris Zonca asked for a better
communication to sailors as a measurer .

5-How to improve communication between ORC, Committee Members,
Rating Officers , Race Organisers, MNAs and other ORC keyplayers

reported that most of the communication has been done by emails .Thomas Nilsson
More platforms have been incremented from PDC ( Whatsapp is the main one ). The
communication is very straightforward and should be adopted by all ORC keyplayers .
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More communication platforms will be targeted properly in 2024 in order to be more
efficient and clear .

asked how the ORC communication could be improved during the year withBruno Finzi
a personal constant contact every 2 months with all the ORC keyplayers .

6-Marketing and promotion activities in 2024

reported that communication has to be key for ORC clubs from 2024Thomas Nilsson
and asked the PDC to come with some proposals for the activities next year :

- SoMe Ad campaign for the ORC products
- Campaign with monthly theme
- Contact Race Organizer for better guidance
- Scoring Workshop
- New VPP based and user friendly products in the Sailor Service portal

- Name of the new Weather Routing based rating
- Relaunch the ORC Club:

- Education /Instructions
- Minimum friction entry
- Guiding Selling
- Get ORC Club Quick Guide
- Q&A

asked to be more active and visit race organisers around the world toBruno Finzi
better understand their needs .
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7-MarCom - What's important to address in an ORC Marketing Plan?

Thomas Nilsson informed about the work on a new ORC Marketing Plan for 2024 - 2029
that well be ready in the beginning of February 2024

8-Reviewing the ORC Sportboat Class and how to make it grow.

It was decided to establish a better cooperation with the fleets inside the Sportboat
Class and appoint a ORC Sportboat Class manager

9-Any other business

ended the meeting by thanking for the participation and wrappingThomas Nilsson
up about the activities and proposals from PDC .

Adjournment

With no further business to discuss , the meeting was adjourned at 5:50 pm CET
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